Knowledge acquisition is a bottleneck in machine translation and many NLP tasks. A method for automatically acquiring translation templates from bilingual corpora is proposed in this paper. Bilingual sentence pairs are first aligned in syntactic structure by combining a language parsing with a statistical bilingual language model. The alignment results are used to extract translation templates which turn out to be very useful in real machine translation.
ITG bilingual language model
The Inversion Transduction Grammar is a bilingual context-free grammar that generates two matched output languages (referred to as L 1 and L 2 ). It also differs from standard context-free grammars in that the ITG allows right-hand side production in two directions: straight or inverted. The following examples are two ITG productions:
In the above productions, each nonterminal symbol stands for a pair of matched strings. For example, the nonterminal A stands for the string-pair (A 1 , A 2 ). A 1 is a sub-string in L 1 , and A 2 is A 1 's corresponding translation in L 2 . Similarly, (B 1 , B 2 ) denotes the string-pair generated by B. The operator [ ] performs the usual concatenation, so that C -> [A B] yields the string-pair (C 1 , C 2 ), where C 1 =A 1 B 1 and C 2 =A 2 B 2 . On the other hand, the operator <> performs the straight concatenation for language 1 but the reversing concatenation for language 2, so that C -> <A B> yields C 1 =A 1 B 1 , but C 2 =B 2 A 2 . The inverted concatenation operator permits the extra flexibility needed to accommodate many kinds of word-order variation between source and target languages [Wu 1995b ].
There are also lexical productions of the following form in ITG:
A -> x/y, 86 Y. Lü et al. which means that a symbol x in language L 1 is translated by the symbol y in language L 2 . The x, y may be a null symbol e, which means there may be no counterpart string in the other language.
Parsing, in the case of an ITG, means building matched constituents for an input sentence-pair. For example, Figure 1 shows an ITG parsing tree for an English-Chinese sentence-pair. The inverted production is indicated by a horizontal line in the parsing tree. The English text is read in the usual depth-first left to right order, but for the Chinese text, a horizontal line means the right sub-tree is traversed before the left. The generated parsing results are:
( We can also represent the common structure of the two sentences more clearly and compactly with the aid of <> notation: Any ITG can be converted to a normal form, where all productions are either lexical productions or binary-fanout nonterminal productions [Wu 1995b , Wu 1995c , Wu 1997 . If probability is associated with each production, the ITG is called the Stochastic Inversion Transduction Grammar (SITG).
Because of the difficulty of finding a suitable bilingual syntactic grammar, a practical ITG is a generic Bracketing Inversion Transduction Grammar (BTG), which has been used by Wu in several experiments on bilingual bracketing and to extract phrasal translation examples [Wu 1995a , Wu 1995b , Wu 1995c . BTG is a simplified ITG that has only one nonterminal and does not use any syntactic grammar. A Statistical BTG (SBTG) grammar is as follows: SBTG employs only one nonterminal symbol A that can be used recursively. Here, "a" denotes the probability of syntactic rules. However, since those constituent categories are not differentiated in BTG, it has no practical effect here and can be set to an arbitrary constant. The remaining productions are all lexical. b ij is the translation probability that source word u i translates i nto target word v j . b ij can be obtained using a statistical word-translation lexicon [Wu 1997] or statistical word alignment [Lü et al. 2001] . The last two productions denote that the word in one language has no counterpart in another language. A small constant can be chosen for the probabilities b ie and b ej .
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In BTG, no language specific syntactic grammar is used. The maximum-likelihood parser selects the parse tree that best satisfies the combined lexical translation preferences, as expressed by the b ij probabilities. Because the expressiveness characteristics of ITG naturally constrain the space of possible matching in a highly appropriate fashion, BTG achieves encouraging results for bilingual bracketing using a word-translation lexicon alone [Wu 1995a ].
Since no syntactic knowledge is used in SBTG, output grammaticality can not be well guaranteed. In particular, if the corresponding constituents appear in the same order in both languages, both straight and inverted, then lexical matching does not provide the discriminative leverage needed to identify the sub-constituent boundaries. For example, consider an English-Chinese sentence pair: (3) English: That old teacher is our adviser.
Chinese:
The SBTG parsing tree is shown in Figure 2 (a), and the corresponding bracketing result is shown in Figure 2 (b). The result does not accord with the syntactic structure as we expected. In this case, grammatical information about one or both of the languages can be very helpful. For example, if we know the English parsing result shown in (a) in Figure 3 , then the bilingual parsing can be determined easily; the result should be that shown in (b), and the corresponding bracketing result is that shown in (c). Statistics in a corpus of 20,000 word-aligned sentence-pairs indicates that nearly 72% of the sentence-pairs contain the corresponding constituents, which include more than three continuous sub-constituents in identical order. These constituents often lead to ungrammatical parsing with SBTG. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce a language grammar in ITG instead of not using any grammar as in BTG.
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Integrating monolingual parsing with a bilingual language model
From the above discussion, we can see that if one language parser is available, then the bilingual bracketing result can be more grammatical. This is important for syntactic translation template acquisition.
English parsing methods have been well studied. We have also developed a n incremental English parser using statistic and learning methods [Meng et al. 2001] . A structure alignment algorithm guided by English parsing will be described in this section.
Here, structure alignment guided by English parsing means using an English parser's bracketing information as a boundary restriction in the ITG language model. But this does not necessarily mean parsing the other language completely according to the same parsing boundary. If a parsing structure is fixed according to one language, it is possible that the structure is not linguistically valid for the other language under the formalism of Inversion Transduction Grammar. To illustrate this, see the example shown in Figure 4 .
The sub-trees for each blacked underlined part are shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b). We can see that the Chinese constituents do not match the English counterparts in the English structure. In this case, our solution is that shown in Figure 4 (c): the whole English constituent of "VP" is aligned with the whole Chinese correspondence; i.e., "eat less bread" is matched with "
." At the same time, we give the inner structure matching according to SITG regardless of the English parsing constraint. A n "X" tag is used to indicate that the sub-bilingual-parsing-tree is not consistent with the given English sub-tree.
If you want to lose weight, you had better eat less bread . The main idea is that the given parser is only used as an boundary constraint for bilingual parsing. When the constraint is incompatible with the bilingual model ITG, we use ITG as the default result. This process enables parsing go on regardless of some failures in matching.
We heuristically define a constraint function F e (s, t) to denote the boundary constraint, where s is the beginning position and t is the end. There are three cases of structure matching: violate match, exact match and inside match. Violate match means the bilingual parsing conflicts with the given English bracketing boundary. (1,2), (1,3), (2,3), (2,5) etc. in the following English sentence (4) are examples. We assign a minimum F e (s, t) (0.0001 at present) to prevent the structure match from being chosen when an alternative match is available. Exact match means the match falls exactly on the English parsing boundary, and we assign a high F e (s, t) value (10 at present) to emphasize it. (1,6), (2,5), (3, 5) [Wu 1997 ] introduced an algorithm to compute an optimal parsing tree for a given sentence-pair using dynamic programming (DP). This algorithm is similar in spirit to the recognition algorithm of HMM [Rabiner 1989 ] and to the parsing algorithm of PCFG [Lari et al. 1990] . The difference from the usual PCFG parsing is that the DP in SITG parses a sentence-pair simultaneously rather than a sentence only. The basic idea of DP is to divide a problem into several sub-problems, and to calculate the final solution according to the solutions of the sub-problems. In bilingual parsing, dynamic programming is used to calculate the bilingual parsing tree of a sentence-pair by decomposing it into several sub-bilingual-parsing-trees of sub-string-pairs. The whole process is that of calculating the local optimization function from the sub-parsing-tree to the whole parsing tree, recording the preceding path and back tracking along the best path in the end. 
denotes the maximum probability of sub-parsing-tree of node q and that both the sub-string t s e ... and v u c ... derive from node q. Thus, the best parser has the probability
was calculated as the maximum probability combination of all possible sub-tree combinations as given below:
where S is the split point used to break 
serves to specify that the sub-string in one, but not both languages may be split into an empty string. Because ITG permits production in two directions, the combination of sub-trees has two corresponding directions. We use [] and <> to denote the straight and reverted production, respectively.
We integrate the constraint function F e (s, t) into the local optimization function to insert English parsing constraints in bilingual parsing. The computation of the local optimization function is modified as follows:
The other symbols in the algorithm are defined as follows:
is the probability of translating English word t e into Chinese word v c obtained from word alignment [Lü et al. 2001] . We assign a minimal probability (0.0001 at present) to empty word alignment b( e e t / ) and b(
are variables used to record the production direction, the split point in English and the split point in Chinese, respectively, when
is achieved. These variables are used to reconstruct the bilingual parsing tree in the final step. Suppose node q = (s,t,u,v); then,
is the left sub-tree of q, and RIGHT( q) is the right sub-tree of q.
The algorithm is as follows:
Recursion
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Reconstruction
The root of the parsing tree is (0,T,0,V), and its nonterminal label is set to is given a tag "X". The remaining node q = (s,t,u,v) in the optimal parsing tree is calculated recursively as follows: 
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After the bilingual parsing tree is created, the post-process consisting of rotation and flattening operations is used to restore the fanout flexibility [Wu 1997 ].
Using this improved SITG (ISITG), we can obtain the bilingual parsing result shown in Figure 3(b) for the given sentence-pair (3); when SBTG is used, the parsing result is that shown in Figure 2 . Comparing the two results, we can see that by integrating English parsing constraints into ITG the bilingual parsing becomes more grammatical. In the next section, we will give a quantitative experimental comparison of SBTG with ISITG.
It should be pointed out that the proposed algorithm can also be used with one-language-partial parsing, as well as with both-language parsing.
Experiments on bilingual structure alignment
To find out how important it is to include at least one language parsing, four experiments were carried out using (1) no parser (E+C); (2) only an English parser (E-parsing+C); (3) an English parser and a Chinese base phrase parser (E-parsing+C-base); (4) an English parser and a Chinese parser (E-parsing+ C-parsing). Experiment (1) followed the model of SBTG, and the other three experiments used ISITG.
The test set consisted of 2,000 English-Chinese bilingual sentence-pairs. 1,000 of the sentence pairs were collected from English textbooks for junior and senior middle school or college. The others came from the machine translation evaluation corpus of the Institute of Computational Linguistics at Peking University [Duan et al. 1996] . The lengths of the English sentences varied from 4 to 25 words. The test sentence pairs were first aligned at the word level based on statistics and a lexicon [Lü et al. 2001] . The English sentences were parsed using an incremental parser [Meng et al. 2001] . Both the word alignment and the English parsing were post revised manually. The Chinese parser used here is being developed by our research group. The whole parsing results are not yet robust with a precision of less than 80%. But its first stage base phrase parsing is quite good with a precision rate of 91.1% [Zhao et al. 2000] . The Chinese parsing results were not manually revised.
We evaluated the structure alignment results using a syntactic criterion. This means the matching must be grammatical. For example, for the sentence pair shown below:
(5) English: The student will get a pen .
Chinese:
the matchings "The student <--> ", "will get<--> ", and "a pen <--> " are grammatical, while "student will<--> " and "get a<--> " are ungrammatical.
Y. Lü et al.
All the phrases in the test set with grammatical structure matching were manually edited. These phrases we re regarded as the standard structure correspondences in the evaluation. We obtained 7,812 standard structure pairs in total. The accuracy rate is defined as 
Experiment type
Accuracy rate(%) Table 1 shows the results of the four experiments. From the comparison of accuracy, we can see that when no parsing was conducted, the quality of alignment could not be guaranteed. The result is hardly usable for syntactic translation template acquisition. An English parsing could improve the result greatly. When a Chinese base parsing was also used, the result was even better. However, if both English and Chinese parsing were used, the result worsened slightly. This is not surprising. One reason is that Chinese parsing is still not robust. Another reason is that the two languages are parsed separately in different grammars, which may be incompatible in some respects. In the general "parse-parse-match" approach, this problem cannot be avoided.
Following is an example to illustrate the changes of the bilingual structure alignments obtained from the four experiments (Here we use the bracketing format and do not show the parsing tree in figures to save space. Readers can draw bilingual parsing trees easily according to the bracketing results.) (6) English: This new method was brought into existence in the fifties. In experiment 1, since no grammar was used, result 1 is ungrammatical. English parsing was a big help in determining the syntactic boundary of structure alignments in experiment 2. Result 2 is much better than result 1. When the Chinese base phrase parsing was also added, it helped eliminate some Chinese boundary errors( such as "[ ] BNP " in result 3). But for experiment 4, the result contradicts the English parsing result because the given Chinese parsing result is incompatible with the English parsing result.
The errors in structure alignment were mainly due to empty word alignment, where a word in one language has no counterpart string in another language. Idiomatic expressions and paraphrases usually introduce many empty word alignment errors. For example, the following two sentence-pairs, (7) and (8), can not be parsed correctly because no word is aligned in the paraphrases "has an eye ßà " and "in hunger and cold ßà ". We can not recover these structure alignments using our algorithm for the time being. Another limitation of the formalism is that it can not deal with separate two-part matches, such as the "when" match with " …… " in the follow example:
(9) English: Water freezes when the temperature falls below 0 .
Chinese:
It is necessary to build special productions to handle these match patterns. Some bilingual alignment results based on E-parsing+C-base are given in table 2. The syntactic structure alignments obtained with this method were later used to extract translation templates as described in the next section.
Translation template acquisition
When a sentence-pair is aligned using the proposed bilingual structure alignment method, the corresponding words and syntactic structures are determined. These correspondences can be used directly in translation template acquisition.
A translation template is a bilingual translation pair in which the corresponding units (words or phrases) may be replaced by variables. Two types of templates are extracted: structure translation templates and word selection templates. We take phrase or POS tag categories of noun(NN, NNS in our POS tag), verb(VB,VBP,VBZ,VBD,VBN), pronoun(PRP, PRP$) adjective(JJ) and adverb(RB) as variables. (Our phrase symbols and POS tags are the same as those of the Penn Treebank [Marcus et al. 1993] .) Structure translation templates are created from phrase nodes. Each phrase node corresponds to a template. A structure translation template consists of two parts: the left side contains the component conditions of the phrase in the source language, and the right side contains the structure transfer and the translation pattern in the target language. The phrase itself is used as an index. The left side of the template (before ->) contains component conditions of the phrase in the source language connected with "+". "+" denotes the relation of "and", which means that the left side of the template is satisfied only when all the sub-conditions are satisfied. The numbers before ":" represent the order of the node. "W="means the word itself; "C=" means the POS category; otherwise, it is a phrase tag. The right side of the template contains the corresponding translation pattern in the target language. The function T(order) means the translation of the node "order". If the node is a phrase, the function returns the phrase translation by calling a structure translation template. If the node is a word, the function returns the word translation by calling a word selection template. Thus, a template "#S:
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1:C=PRP+2:VP+3:W=. -> T( 1 )+T (2) +
" means that if the phrase tag is "S" and its components satisfy the conditions that 1) the first node's category is "PRP", 2) the second node is a phrase with tag "VP " and 3) the third word is ".", then the translation should be the first node's translation plus the second node's translation, plus the punctuation mark " ". If the bilingual structure is inversely matched (with a horizontal line or "<>" notation), we write the right hand side of the template in inverse order, too. As in template "#VP: 1:VP+2:PP->T(2)+T(1)", the translation should be the second node's translation, followed by the first node's translation.
It can be seen that the translation templates transfer a source structure to a target structure by changing the order of nodes on the right side. At the same time, by connecting node translation on the right side, the target translation can also be generated. Therefore, the template is a union of transfer and generalization.
The word selection template is created from the leaf node. We first get the default translation -statistically the most frequent translation in a bilingual corpus. If the current leaf node translation is not the same as the default one, we create a word selection template. For example, the word "play" has the default translation " " when it is a verb, while in the give n example, the translation is " ", so we get a new word selection template as follows :
#play: -1:C=PRP+0:C=VBP+1:W= accordion -> .
The format of a word select template is similar to that of a structure translation template except that 1) the index entry is a word; 2) the left side of the template contains the context conditions of the word. A negative number indicates that the node is to the left of the word; 3) the right side of the template contains the translation of the word. We resolve ambiguities by adding more context words as constraints on the left side. This strategy is also used in the structure translation template.
Using the previous structure alignment corpus for the test set, we obtained a total of 7,266 templates, including 4,805 structure translation templates and 2,461 word selection templates. At present, we assume that specific templates (having the "W=" condition on the left side) have higher priority than the common templates. The frequency information of templates is also used to solve ambiguities. These acquired templates are stored in a template base. Structure translation templates and word selection templates are indexed individually by means of phrases and words. The system deals with structure translation templates and word selection templates in the same way during translation.
Translation is a recursive template matching procedure as shown in Figure 6 . The input is an English parsing tree. The translation starts from the root node and works recursively top-down and from left to right. The output in the target language is generated bottom-up. It is a post-order-traverse process. When the current node is processing, all its child nodes have been processed and their translations have been determined. If no translation templates can be matched, the system uses the bilingual dictionary as the default word translation, and the structure is translated from left to right. The translation result is generated in the root node's translation field after the recursive procedure is performed.
Because the transfer and generation are combined in structure of a translation template,
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the translation architecture is simpler than those of most existing translation systems, which include two separate processes for transfer and generation. The obtained translation templates are similar in format with manually edited rules, and the templates are easy to understand, so they can be modified easily and integrated into an existing machine translation system. Figure 6 Translation procedure.
Experiments on translation using the acquired templates
In this section, we will describe translation experiments conducted based on the acquired templates to evaluate the quality of these templates. An overview of the machine translation system with auto acquired translation templates is shown in Figure 7 . The left part contains the learning process for translation template acquisition. The right part contains a machine translation process that uses the acquired templates. In the learning process, the bilingual sentence pairs are first aligned at the word level based on statistics and a lexicon [Lü et al. 2001] . Then, word alignment is extended to structure alignment as mentioned in section 2. Based on the structure alignment, translation templates are acquired and stored in a template base. In the translation process, an English sentence is parsed first; then, the template matching procedure as shown in Figure 6 is used to translate the English sentence into Chinese.
System architecture
Translation experiments and evaluation
Translation experiments were conducted on the 2,000 English sentences in the test set. Some translation results and the templates used are presented in the following examples. The first line in each example is the original English sentence to be translated. The second line is the sentence's parsing result. The last line is the Chinese translation result, and the other lines are the templates used in the translation procedure. 3) The policeman demanded his name and address .
[ To evaluate the quality of the acquired templates, we compared the translation results based on these acquired templates with those based on our existing manually edited translation knowledge base. This translation knowledge based system has the same parsing input as the learned template based system. The difference is that the system's translation process is directed by knowledge base that is totally edited by linguistic engineers. There are more than 35,000 knowledge rules in the system's knowledge base at present. The previous test set was also used as reference translation examples when the translation knowledge base was manually defined in this knowledge-based machine translation system. The evaluation followed the standards of The National High Technology Research and Development Program (the 863 Program) machine translation evaluation project conducted in 1997 [Duan et al. 1996] . In the standards, translations are ranked in 6 grades, named A, B, C, D, E and F. They are defined as follows: A denotes an accurate and fluent translation; B denotes a translation that is approximately correct except for a few unimportant problems; C is a translation that can express the meaning of the source text, but some segments are ill-formed; D is a translation that is only partially correct, and separate word translations are given; E is a bad translation except that some word translations are correct; F denotes that no translation is obtained. In our evaluation, no F type translation appeared. We converted A, B, C, D and E into 100, 80, 60, 40 and 20 when calculating the average scores. 200 English sentences were random selected from test set for the manual test. These sentences were translated using the learned template-based system (LTBS) and the manually edited knowledge-based system (MEKBS), respectively. The same evaluator gave evaluations for both translations. Table 3 shows a comparison of the results. Table 4 gives some translation examples and the corresponding evaluation grades based on the acquired translation templates. The results show that without any manual encoding of translation knowledge, we were able to achieve performance nearly equal to that of traditional knowledge based machine translation. The system generated more perfect translations (A) than manually constructed translation rules did. This is because the templates were all learned automatically from real translation texts, so it could produce correct translations exactly when no ambiguities occurred. Although it also produced some bad translations (D, E), the translation results seem quite promising. 
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E
Bad translations were produced because there were conflicts between templates. This disambiguation between templates is a difficult problem for any knowledge-based or example-based machine translation system. In our learning process, we solve this problem in two steps: firstly, we use the template with the highest frequency as the default template; then, when a candidate template conflicts with the default template, we add context words or categories as restrictions for this template. In the translation process, specific templates that contain a word restriction are given higher priority; otherwise the templates with highest frequency are chosen. This simple strategy works well when the training corpora are small. But when the training corpora are large, conflicts will occur more frequently. Finding a more robust method for disambiguation will be a goal of future research.
Discussion
We have developed a method for learning translation templates from bilingual corpora. These learned translation templates lead to good performance in real machine translation. Our study has shown that it is possible to reduce the need for manually encoding of translation templates, which is a difficult task in traditional knowledge-based machine translation. In addition, our method also has the following advantages: l Compared with statistic-based machine translation(SBMT) the translation templates obtained using our method are easier to understand than the abstract probability used by Brown [Brown et al. 1993] .
l Unlike pure example-based machine translation (EBMT), our translation templates replace the same categories of parts-of-speech and phrases with variables, making it more general than the sentence or phrase translation examples given in [Nagao 1984] . l Unlike the traditional knowledge based (KBMT) systems, our translation templates are acquired from translation examples automatically. This can reduce the effort required for manual compilation of translation rules to a minimum. l The learning method can easily be adapted to a new domain if only domain specific bilingual corpora are provided.
Conclusion and future work
Translation knowledge acquisition has been a bottleneck in machine translation. This paper has presented a method for automatic acquisition of translation templates from a bilingual corpus. The bilingual corpus is first aligned in syntactic structures using a n alignment algorithm that is based on a bilingual language model and only one language parsing. The algorithm is particularly useful when a full bilingual grammar is not available. It also can be used to acquire a parsing grammar for a language lacking a well-studied grammar from a second language with a well-studied grammar. Based on the alignment result, both structure translation templates and word selection templates are extracted. Application of such templates in machine translation has demonstrated their superior performance in describing translation knowledge.
Although the results we have obtained are quite promising, there is still much to do in the near future. The corpus we used in our experiments is relatively small, and its contents are normative. We will increase the scale and extend the domain of the corpus to improve the quality and quantity of acquired translation templates. In addition, disambiguation of conflicting templates is a key problem. When the training corpus becomes large, this problem becomes serious. To solve it, we will try to introduce semantic restrictions and statistical information into templates in our future work.
